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Expands the boundaries of fishing with many new and exciting ideas, patterns, and to target big

trout.
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WOW!This book is like a post graduate course in Big Trout stalking. Covering everything from

chemistry to biology to physics, this book literally describes every aspect of the hunt for bigger than

average fish. The listing of trophy trout waters alone is worth the price of the book. Sections on fly

construction and methods of trolling are truly eye-opening and will change the way you look at that

chironomid dangling from the end of your line next time you're on the lake. The simple truth is that

big fish eat smaller fish. Our flies should resemble smaller fish. Lures like spoons, Rapalas, and

spinners catch bigger trout on average than flies, because these large, shiny objects look like small

fish and appeal to the predatory instinct of larger fish. Size, action, and color are all covered by

Taylor, and he explains why exceptions to the rule exist (like the Taylor River and lakes in British

Columbia). This book will have you reading, thinking, experimenting, then rereading again. Taylor

also supplies a simple breakdown of a small number of fly patterns that will cover most angling

situations. Baitfish, scuds, chironomids, crawfish, and leeches are covered. Looking for dry flies or

emergers? You won't find them. That's because day in, day out, it's the subsurface foods that get

picked off by trophy fish. This book is truly a masterpiece of information and should get you fired up

to hit the lakes and rivers with a new way of looking at the hunt for monster trout.



This is a great source of information on trout behaviour. Interesting stories about learning the ins

and outs of trout fishing. Much info pertains to all fisherman although the book tends to focus

towards fly fishing. A must for a person wanting to become a serious trout fisherman. The scientific

approach by the author is intense and the data fascinating.

This tome is for anyone that wants to improve their knowledge in their pursuit of a trophy trout. I

highly recommend this book.
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